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The most comprehensive, yet easy to understand short book that provides the essential information

you need for surviving the outdoors!Are you planning an outdoors trip but feel insecure and unsure

of your abilities?Do you love adventuring in the wilderness but fear that you might not survive?Are

you a regular hiker and camper but want to brush up on the essentials?Do you simply have an

interest in survival and would like to learn some handy techniques that one day might save your

life?Then this book is for you!I am Alex Pitt, adventurer, climber, survivor, nomad, traveler and

writer. I am here to give you the basics of outdoor survival in the most easy-to-read and understand

way. Even if you have never hiked or explored the great outdoors, this book will be your

introduction. I wish I had a guide as detailed as this one when I first started my outdoor adventures.

After reading this book you will be able to find sustenance in creatures that you would not normally

eat, create a fire without using any match, search for water in a barren environment and a lot more!I

will teach you:the basics of surviving outdoorshow to keep yourself safe and feel more confident

when exploring the vast wilderness how to be always prepared even for the worst situationshow to

adaptThis handy manual features:Preparing yourself mentally for survival and how to act when in

dangerDetailed instructions on how to start a fire using several different methods â€“ even using

iceFinding and preparing water from various sources â€“ even in a barren environmentProviding

food for yourself by gathering nuts and fruits and hunting using simple traps that I will teach you how

to makeNavigating in the wild â€“ with and without map and compass; tips and tricks such as using

the sun, clouds, moon and even your wristwatchIf you are ready to read this easy-to-understand

book, ideal for inexperienced as well as regular outdoor explorers, scroll up and click that buy

button.Read the book and go out and explore the wilderness!
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Oh, this is a comprehensive read and this guidebook is very helpful. Actually, I had huge curiosity to

learn some effective outdoor survival techniques and for that why I grabbed this book last few days

ago. Next month I will have a plan to join with my friends for an outdoor trip. This book really helped

me a lot and guided me how to survive myself if I fall into any trap.By reading this book I have

learned the basics of surviving outdoors. This book taught me about how to keep myself safe and

feel more confidence. By reading this book I have learned how to adapt, how to prepare myself

mentally, how to start a fire using different methods, how to find & prepare ware from various

sources, prepare foods and much more. I am really glad to read this such a helpful guidebook and I

would honestly recommend to all beginners.

I lived in Maine for a few years, so it goes without saying that I have experienced my fair share of

both camping and hiking trips. That being said, I still find it very important to always brush up on the

essentials that, in my opinion, EVERY hiker and camper should be competent of  regardless

of where theyÃ¢Â€Â™re going or what kind of person they are. So, I did go into this book with plenty

of prior survival knowledge with the intention of merely having a refresher, but was quite surprised to

find that I learned a few tricks (the sections about the beehives and using ice to magnify was

especially new info for me)In summary, itÃ¢Â€Â™s a pretty good intro for a beginners, but you

should always continue expanding your knowledge (the author even states this). I do think that the

book should be longer and some of the more essential survival tactics should be elaborated upon

further. Maybe include environment-specific examples?

This may be a little book but it packed with helpful tips and information that will help adrenaline

junkies who loves to live and explore the wild. It provides information on how to find water in case



you did not bring enough, how to start a fire, how to find food and basically, how to live in wild

especially when your supplies have dwindled or you did not bring any. A little book yet very

informative this will serve as a perfect guide and go-to book for those who would like to explore the

great outdoors!

This is the most worthless use of a tree I have seen. DO NOT be deceived by a professional,

interesting, detailed cover. The few pages of this tiny booklet have no more information than that of

seventh grader given a punishment assignment by the teacher to write an essay on 'survival' with

direction from the teacher to not make it detailed, lengthy, informative or insightful 'cause I have to

read it' I was fooled by the many star ratings submitted by others. These people were either paid to

write such assessment, have never been outside their bathroom, or a 'friend' of the 'scribbler' ( I do

not use the world 'author'). DO NOT BUY THIS SIMPLISTIC, DECEIVINGLY ADVERTISED

stapling of nothing.

I love hiking and camping, but I wouldn't say that I have ever been an expert at survival. I got this

book to help me be more prepared when I'm out in the wild, especially after seeing the movie, The

Edge.Alex Pitt covers everything from making a fire, creating rescue signals, forging for food, finding

a water source, and even getting your bearings without a compass. One of my favorite tips in the

book was building a fire from a lense of ice. I have seen it done in the movies, but I never knew that

it really worked. Another handy tip was knowing that ants usually build their mounds on the south

side of a tree, so you will know where south is and be able to navigate better.This really is a

Dummies Guide to Survival and I feel better equipped to tackle the wild on my next trip.

Dummies Guide to Survival is a very informative book. I'm really impressed by how much Alex Pitt

knows about the subject of survival. Throughout the book there are so many great tips that I would

definitely use if I was ever stuck in the wilderness. I also love the format of the book and how easy

he makes it to understand. If a second part was ever published I would definitely be interested in it,

but this one alone covers so much information that there almost doesn't have to be any more.

A short but detailed guide and tips about the essentials for surviving outdoors. I like the tips given

here because they are all useful and easy to follow and remember. With proper mindset, great

tactics and useful tips in hand will surely survive the outdoors and will definitely enjoy hiking and

camping. Well written and I recommended this!



My husband loves survival tools,books and tv shows and he enjoyed this book.Thanks
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